Abstract. The research focuses on the dynamic axisymmetric task for a round bi-morph structure consisting of a metal support plate and a piezoceramic axially polarized plate. Its bending oscillations are carried out because of the actions of mechanical load (normal stresses) on its end surface, which is an arbitrary time and radial coordinate function. The rigid and hinged support of the plate cylindrical surface is taken into account. The value of the induced field is calculated by determining the potential on the metal support plate. To solve the task of the theory of the elasticity in a three-dimensional model, the authors apply the Hankel finite integral transformations along the axial coordinate and generalized transformation along the radial variable. Besides, at each stage of the study the standardization procedure is carried out. In the first case it is connected with the use of mixed boundary conditions along the radial coordinate to the mixed form, and in the second case heterogeneous boundary conditions are presented as homogenious. The obtained calculation ratios make it possible to determine the optimal thickness of the piezoceramic plate, which allows to make the most effective transformation of the external mechanical effect into an electrical signal. In addition, it is possible to determine changing characteristics of electromagnetic field according to the height of the piezoceramic plate. This principle can be used in the calculation and design of bi-morph systems with graded-varying thickness and rigidity.
Introduction
The calculation of piezoceramic multilayer structures, in the main one, is carried out by means of applied theories for thin plates [1, 2] in which kinematic hypotheses are supplemented by similar assumptions about the changing characteristics of electromagnetic field [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . To take into account physical fields connection in multilayer piezoceramic plates, the authors of papers [10, 11] conducted more extensive research and worked out a closed solution of non-stationary problem of inverse piezoeffect in a three-dimentional model.
Materials and methods
Let a round two-layer plate occupying the region in a cylindrical coordinate ( * , , * ) occupies region Ω: {0 ≤ * , 0 ≤ < 2 , 0 ≤ * ≤ ℎ * } It consists of a piezoceramic element of ℎ 1 * height, made of a material with a hexagonal crystalline lattice of 6mm Class, and a metal support plate ℎ 2 * with thickness (ℎ * = ℎ 1 * +ℎ 2 * ). Axisymmetric bending oscillations are aroused by the action of mechanical dynamic load (normal stresses) * ( * , * ), which is an arbitrary function of radial coordinate * and time. Electrodes connection to the measuring instrument allows to fix the amount and mode of electrical voltage * ( * ). We consider cases of rigid and hinged support of a cylindrical surface of the structure under analysis. (1) 11 (1) (2) , Ф (2) = 1, known at the initial time. ∇= + 1
Results
At the first stage of the solution the boundary problem (1) - (8) is solved by the method of the Hankel finite integral transformations according to the radial coordinate . Here, the transformation can only satisfy the mixed boundary conditions. To fulfill this requirement we need: -for rigid support: the first equality (3) should be replaced by the condition of shearing stresses unavailability on cylindrical surfaces of plate ( = 1):
( (9)
-for hinged support: the last ratio (2) should be replaced by the condition of availability of the electric field potential 1 ( , ) on cylindrical surfaces at : As a result, we get a new boundary task regarding functions , , . Here, differential equations (1), the first condition (5), the first three conditions (6) and the equalities (7) become heterogeneous, and boundary conditions (2) - (4) =0, ∂ϕ
Then we sequentially apply finite integral transformations by coordinates and to the boundary problem (1) - (8), (9), (10) relative to the functions , , . The final expressions of functions ( , , ), ( , , ), ( , , ) are obtained while sequentially applying reciprocation formula to the transformants.
Conclusions
The study examines a bi-morph plate with the following physical and geometrical characteristics of axial polarized piezoceramic plates of TSTC-19 structure and metal steel substrate under action of evenly distributed load of intensity 0 and frequency ( = 11 5 ⁄ , 11 − being the first natural oscillation frequency):
q(r,t)=q(t)=q 0 ( ) Numerical analysis of results allows to make the following conclusions: 1) It is possible to determine the optimal height of a piezoceramic plate, which allows to effectively transform external mechanical effect into an induce electric signal for a structure with a specified thickness of substrate.
2) Amplitude values of electrical impulse ( ) at hinged support of a plate are considerably more intensive, than in case of its contour rigid fixing.
